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When founding the company, our goal was 

to create a tech company whose impact 

would significantly improve patients’ care. 

We’ve worked hard to keep an 

entrepreneurial spirit throughout the 

company, allowing every employee to make 

a difference. Our corporate DNA, rooted in 

quality, precision and robustness, is the key 

to our success and a promise of hope for 

millions around the world.”

— Jurgi Camblong, Founder & CEO

Helping generate insights from digital health data to improve 
scientific outcomes

“
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We have a global impact on

• +780 customers in 70 countries

• +850’000 genomics profiles

About us : SOPHiA GENETICS, a global leader in data-driven medicine
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Our mission is to democratize data-driven medicine and turn data into valuable

insights, ultimately allowing better disease management.

To provide a multidimensional understanding of diseases, we have brought together

the power of science and technology.

We have developed a collective intelligence in healthcare, offering global access to

our technology and facilitating knowledge sharing between peers.

About us : SOPHiA GENETICS, a global leader in data-driven medicine
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The Solution: SOPHiA DDM™ Platform

The cloud-based Software-as-a-Service

SOPHIA DDM™ platform enables healthcare 

institutions to get quick, robust insights 

from their data.

It allows our clients to share insights and 

knowledge with other institutions, building a 

collective intelligence for a better 

tomorrow.
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The Benefits: Empowering Data-Driven Medicine

Access accurate data

Maximize turnaround time

Accelerate the launch of new 

precision medicine applications

Develop novel in-house expertise

Manage costs
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+ 500 employees 

+ 50 nationalities: diversity as a core value 

30 % of employees hold a PhD

30 % of employees work in R&D

About us : our talents
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Cybersecurity and data protection at our core with

A Technology recognized among

About us : certifications and awards

50 SMARTEST COMPANIES
THE WORLD’S 10 MOST 
INNOVATIVE BIOTECH COMPANIES
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SOPHiA GENETICS
What we do
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What we do: our impact on multiple disease areas

• 70 % oncology

• 30 % rare diseases, neurology, 

endocrinology
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Offering over 250 genomic applications in multiple disorder areas

What we do: Genomic Applications

• Safe & Secure

• HIPAA and GDPR compliant

• Technology agnostic 

• Supporting over 250 NGS test kits

Secure login Quick and 

simple data 

upload

Disease 

selection

Visualization 

of hotspot 

screening

Customized 

filtering 

options

Visualization of 

pre-classified 

variants

Access to 

relevant 

information*

Report 

generation

Our SOPHiA Platform End-to-End Genomics Workflow
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AI-powered image segmentation and radiomics features extraction turn existing 3D 

medical images into novel data points

What we do: Radiomics Applications

Image 

acquisition
from diagnostics, 

treatment planning,

monitoring, follow-

up

Visualization
Identification of the 

volume of interest

Segmentation
Contours of volumes 

of interest 3D-

Rendering

Features 

extraction
Shape, texture, 

intensity, wavelets

Aggregation
Imaging, biological 

and clinical data

Analysis
Model development

Outcome prediction

Our SOPHiA Platform End-to-End Radiomics Workflow
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The SOPHIA DDM™ platform is adaptable to different and emerging clinically-

relevant data modalities

What we do: our Multimodal Approach

Future modality opportunitiesModalities on SOPHiA Platform today

✓ Proteomics

✓ Digital pathology

✓ Spatial genomics

✓ Metabolomics
Genomics

NGS data

(2014)

Radiomics

CT/MRI/PET data

(2019)

Clinical Trials

data

(2019)

Clinical data

and EMR
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CAREERS
Opportunities and how to apply
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Career opportunities : 5 sites in 3 different countries

Lausanne - Geneva Boston Bordeaux - Bidart
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Career opportunities : our departments

IT

Sales

Support 

Functions

Data 

Science
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Career opportunities : roles

Sales

Support 

Functions

Data 

Science

Software Engineer

IT Support SpecialistUX Designer

System Administrator
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Career opportunities : roles

IT

Sales

Support 

Functions

Bioinformatician

Algorithm Researcher

Lab Technician
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Career opportunities : roles

IT

Support 

Functions

Data 

Science

Subject Matter Expert 

Sales Operations Analyst

Sales and Business 

Development Manager
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Career opportunities : roles

IT

Sales
Data 

Science

Supply Chain Coordinator Talent Acquisition Specialist

Product Marketing ManagerAccountant
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Team spirit is at the heart 

of everything we do. 

We work as a team, we 

play as a team, we 

celebrate as a team.

Joining the company is 

more than taking a job; 

it's immersing in a new 

culture.

Discover our culture
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Discover our values

We care for patients
We improve patients’ care

We take patients needs seriously

We live by innovation
We challenge the status-quo

We take ownership of our future

We strive for excellence
We work toward the best quality

We target the highest performance

We are passionate
We love what we do

We are proud of our work

We are a team of heroes
We work together and trust each other

We do our best for our tem members
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Meet the team: what our team members say 

We all know that at the end of the day, our 

work, regardless of our role, is making a 

difference and contributes to save lives.”

— Chris, Support Specialist Leader

I think what we’re building will benefit my 

children and the generations to come.”

— Alex, Director, Clinical Application 

Product Management

I feel like I’m part of moving solutions forward.” 

— Marion, Senior Director Clinical Operations

I’m surrounded by people who truly love what 

they do and from whom I can learn every day.”

— Pauline, Senior HR Business Partner

“

“
“

“
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Applications

✓ CV

✓ Cover letter

Open Positions

https://www.sophiagenetics.com/careers

Spontaneous Applications

sophia-genetics@jobs.workablemail.com

How to apply?

https://www.sophiagenetics.com/careers
mailto:sophia-genetics@jobs.workablemail.com
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Q & A
Thank you for your attention! 




